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Abstract
To decrease the emissions of anthropogenic CO2 from vehicles one option is to increase
the utilization of biobased fuels. However, there are challenges with this transition,
one being the mitigation of emissions of the potent greenhouse gas methane, which is
the main constituent of biogas. Another relates to the presence of catalyst poisons in
biofuels due to a wide variety of raw materials that are used for the production of these
fuels. In this thesis, the aim is to investigate how exhausts from biogas and biodiesel
impact the emission control system of a heavy-duty vehicle. The catalysts in the emis-
sion control system are studied individually and as a system, with commercial biobased
fuels and synthetic gas feeds containing catalyst poisons. After exposure to biogas ex-
haust for 900 h in an engine-bench, the Pd/Pt-Al2O3 oxidation catalyst was found to be
severely deactivated in terms of CH4 oxidation activity. A decrease in low-temperature
activity for NO oxidation to NO2 was observed, which impacts the performance of the
SCR-catalyst down-stream in the system. This loss in activity is explained by the finding
of catalyst poisons as well as metal segregation and sintering of the noble metal parti-
cles. The V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR-catalyst in the engine-bench system remained active for
NOx reduction after long-term ageing, however, the decrease in NO2 formation over the
oxidation catalyst at low temperatures could cause an increase in NOx emissions even if
the SCR catalyst itself is still active. Except for the vanadium-based SCR catalyst also a
Cu-CHA catalyst was studied. Both types of SCR catalysts were found to be sensitive to
phosphorus poisoning and the Cu-CHA catalyst was also found to be sensitive to sulfur.
From results obtained we propose that the SO2 exposure leads to the formation of Cu-
bisulfate species that reduce the amount of copper sites available for NOx reduction in
the Cu-CHA SCR catalyst. The degree of deactivation is also dependent on the reaction
condition where the standard SCR reaction is more impacted than the fast SCR reaction.
Keywords: Sustainable transports; Biodiesel; Biogas; Environmental catalysis; Methane
oxidation; NOx reduction; Supported palladium/platinum; Cu-CHA, Vanadium
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The most famous and first definition of Catalysis is the one presented by Jöns Jacob
Berzelius in 1835 and he states that catalysis is “the property of exerting on other bodies
an action which is very different from chemical affinity. By means of this action, they
produce decomposition in bodies, and form new compounds into the composition of
which they do not enter" [1]. However, the concept of catalysis was described already
in 1794 by Elisabeth Fulhame where she in detail explained how water was needed
for combustion of carbon in air [2]. Since the work of both Berzelius and Fulhame
was published a lot of progress has been made in the field of catalysis and today it is
known that most chemical reactions take place in the presence of catalysts, man-made
as well as natural and biological reactions [3–5]. The planet and the humans on it
are facing many challenges today in the struggle for survival and unfortunately we, the
humans, are causing many of the challenges ourselves. One of the most discussed and
critical one is the challenge of climate change which is accelerated by anthropogenic
emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants from e.g. agriculture, industry and
transportation [6].
To deal with emissions from the transportation sector many regulations and legislations
have been put in force [7, 8]. In Europe the standards for vehicle emissions are called
Euro standards and we are currently enforcing the Euro VI standards [9]. The standard
clarifies how much that is allowed to be emitted of a number of pollutants and also for
how long these numbers should be obtained. For a heavy-duty truck for instance the
defined life time is seven years or 700,000 km whichever occurs first and the allowed
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amount of emitted NOx is 0.4 g/kWh [10,11].
1.1 Emission control
To be able to comply with emission regulations the vehicle manufacturers have had
to implement new technology during the last century [12]. The addition of emission
control systems, or exhaust cleaning parts, down-stream of the engine have made a sig-
nificant difference to the emissions from the transportation sector. These parts are often
based on heterogeneous catalysts which means that the catalyst and the reactants/prod-
ucts are in different states, in this case the catalyst is in solid state while the reaction
medium is in gas phase [13]. The purpose of the catalyst is to provide an alternative
reaction path which is energetically more favourable than the corresponding gas phase
reaction while not being consumed itself [14]. The catalyzed reaction is schematically
compared to a gas phase reaction in Figure 1.1.
Energy
Reaction progress
With catalyst
Gas phase reaction
Reactants
Products
Figure 1.1: An illustration of how a catalyst provides an energetically more favourable reaction path
compared to the corresponding gas phase reaction
For petrol powered otto engines the three-way catalyst has been used for emission con-
trol since the 1980s [15]. However, the efforts today are focused on reducing CO2
emissions and thus increase the fuel efficiency. This can be achieved by using an excess
of air during the combustion, so-called lean operation. A consequence with lean oper-
ation is that the three-way catalyst can not convert the pollutants efficiently since the
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operating window in terms of air-to-fuel ratio is narrow around stoichiometric opera-
tion. For diesel powered vehicles, and then in particular heavy-duty vehicles, the move
towards more lean operation will cause other types of problems since the emission con-
trol system is different [16]. Instead of one catalyst that converts carbon monoxide
(CO), unburnt hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) into less harmful compo-
nents, like the tree-way catalyst, a modern after-treatment system for a diesel engine
powered heavy-duty vehicle application consists commonly of an oxidation catalyst that
converts CO and HC into water and carbon dioxide (CO2) [17], followed by a particu-
late filter, which collects and converts particulate matter (PM) [18], and an SCR catalyst
that reduces the NOx to nitrogen [19]. The last part in the emission control system is
the ammonia slip catalyst (ASC) which oxidizes excess ammonia. For the SCR catalyst
to work, a reducing agent needs to be added to the system and the most commonly used
one is urea that decomposes and hydrolyzes to ammonia in the exhaust stream above
180 ◦C [20]. A problem with moving towards more lean operation of the engine is the
reduced temperature of the exhaust gases which in turn could mean that the urea, in its
current position in the system, would not decompose and hydrolyze into NH3 and the
SCR reaction would halt.
Commonly used oxidation catalysts today are palladium (Pd) and platinum (Pt) sup-
ported on alumina (Al2O3) [21–26]. The ratio of the metals depends on what type of
hydrocarbons that exist in the system. For methane (CH4), the catalyst tends to have
more Pd which is active for CH4 oxidation, however, some Pt is beneficial for the cat-
alyst system due to stability reasons. The particulate filters used in these systems are
usually also catalytic and the catalyst coated on the filter is commonly of similar type as
the oxidation catalyst, Pt/Pd on alumina [27, 28]. The state-of-the-art SCR catalyst is
metal-exchanged small-pore zeolites and in particular copper-exchanged chabazite (Cu-
CHA) [29–35]. The more traditionally used SCR catalyst is the tungsten (W) promoted
vanadium (V) catalyst often supported on titania (TiO2) denoted as V2O5-WO3/TiO2
[36–42]. There are advantages and disadvantages with all types of catalysts used for
emission control today and the aim is always to have a system as active and rigid as
possible and the work on improvements of the system is continuously ongoing. When
aiming to reduce CO2 emissions by more fuel-efficient engines that are operating more
lean, the general temperature decrease in the exhaust puts a lot of emphasize on the
development of catalysts with a good low-temperature activity.
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1.2 Biofuels
An additional approach to reduce the amounts of CO2 emitted from transportation is
to move from fossil based fuels towards bio based fuels. The actual amount of CO2
emitted from the vehicles will not change, however, the carbon in the CO2 emitted from
a bio based fuel will already be part of the carbon cycle as opposed to the carbon from
the fossil based fuel. The range of raw materials used for biofuels is wide and many of
them are currently not utilized for other products like household waste, which could be
used for biogas production [43, 44]. The utilization of bio based raw materials for fuel
production is not an end solution since the amount of fuel needed at present is hard to
produce without using potential food sources which is not an ethical path to go. Biofuels
should be incorporated in our fuels now and the reason is that it is relatively easy and it
is much faster than any other solution since the existing infrastructure and vehicle fleet
can be used and changes need to happen now. A challenge with introducing new fuels
into existing systems is that we do not know how the present aftertreatment is affected.
One concern when introducing bio based fuels is that the catalysts will lose activity due
to deactivation caused by components in the new fuel, called catalyst poisons.
1.3 Research approach
To study how the introduction of bio based fuels will impact the catalytic emission
control system, full scale tests including engine bench testing as well as small lab single
poison tests have been utilized in this PhD project. The complexity of the real condition
testing is needed due to its similarities with actual conditions and the smaller scales with
single poison synthetic exhaust tests provide understanding of how the deactivation
occurs. Single components have been studied as well as full systems containing all
parts of a full Euro VI engine system. In combination these approaches are powerful
in the studies of deactivation of the different catalyst in the emission control system
caused by the introduction of biofuels.
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1.4 Objectives
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to study how exhausts from biogas and
biodiesel impact the emission control system for heavy-duty vehicles. The impact on
individual parts of the emission control system is studied as well as synergy effects
through the system. In Paper I the impact of biogas exhaust on the performance of a
bimetallic Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst is studied. Paper II is covering how the V2O5-
WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst in the same system is impacted by the biogas exhaust. The
ageing in the first two papers is conducted in an engine-bench set-up with a full Euro
VI emission control system. In Paper IV another larger system is used for the ageing,
a diesel burner rig. The aim of this paper is to study the impact from two catalyst
poisons, phosphorus and sulfur, on both a V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst as well as a
Cu-CHA SCR catalyst when subjected to poison-doped biodiesel. The impact from a
up-stream component in the exhaust system is also studied. Paper III and Paper V are
both focusing on single poison, SO2, deactivation in lab scale and the aim is to evaluate
the importance of the SO2 exposure temperature and to study how the sulfur adsorbs
on the active sites of the Cu-CHA SCR catalyst. Additional work is performed on the
impact of NO2 on the degree of deactivation caused by SO2 exposure.
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CHAPTER 2
THE OXIDATION CATALYST
In the engine fuel is ignited in the presence of air. In an ideal case you end up with CO2
and H2O since the fuel is a hydrocarbon that burns with oxygen, however, this is not the
case in a vehicle engine. In the engine some HC will not be burnt, some of the HC will
not be fully oxidized leaving hydrocarbons, partially oxidized hydrocarbons and CO in
the exhaust. Furthermore, nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) from the air will form NOx
at high temperatures during the combustion process in the engine. Some of the carbon
will also form particulate species in a wide size range.
The first component in most Euro VI compliant emission control systems is the oxidation
catalyst as shown in Figure 2.1. The main purpose of this catalyst is to oxidize HC
and CO into CO2 and H2O but, it also oxidizes NO into NO2 which has consequences
for down-stream components such as the particulate filter and the selective catalytic
reduction catalyst, which will be discussed later in this thesis.
Urea injection
oxidation 
catalyst 
particulate 
filter 
selective 
catalytic 
reduction 
catalyst 
oxidation 
catalyst 
Ammonia 
Figure 2.1: Common set-up of the emission control system of a full Euro VI heavy-duty vehicle with
oxidation catalyst, particulate filter, selective catalytic reduction catalyst and ammonia oxidation catalyst
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2.1 Engine-bench ageing
The oxidation catalyst studied in this thesis has been subjected to biogas exhaust in an
engine bench set-up. The engine that has been used is a dual-fuel type engine, which
means that 90 % of the fuel was biogas and 10 % was diesel fuel [45, 46]. A more
specific and accurate emission control system set-up for the engine-bench ageing, as
compared to Figure 2.1, is shown in Figure 2.2. In this case the type of oxidation catalyst
is choosen to convert methane efficiently. The particulate filter is commonly called diesel
particulate filter since this component is commonly used in vehicles powered by diesel
fuel.
Urea injection
DOC DPF SCR1 SCR2 SCR3 ASC
Figure 2.2: Set-up of the emission control system of the Euro VI heavy-duty engine-bench. DOC: oxida-
tion catalyst, DPF: particulate filter, SCR: selective catalytic reduction catalyst, ASC: ammonia oxidation
catalyst
The heavy-duty compression ignition engine in the engine-bench set-up was run-
ning for 900 h and the mass flow of fuel to the engine was altered to simulate mixed
driving. The mass flow was altered to stay withing a temperature range of 170 to 550
◦C for the duration of the ageing.
2.2 Catalyst samples
As mentioned in the introduction a commonly used oxidation catalyst is a bi-metallic Pd-
Pt catalyst supported on alumina [47–51]. The oxidation catalyst used in this set-up was
provided by a catalyst manufacturer. The catalyst was prepared using incipient wetness
impregnation which is a commonly used method for preparing this type of catalyst. The
Pd:Pt ratio for the catalyst was 2:1 by weight. The reason for choosing this ratio is
that the oxidized Pd (PdO) has been found to be active for methane oxidation under
lean conditions [52,53]. Platinum is present in the catalyst as a stabilizer for palladium
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which is explained in the introduction. Methane is the main hydrocarbon component
in the fuel used in this study. The catalyst is not commercially available and that is due
to the high loading of 100 g noble metal/ft3. The Pd-Pt/Al2O3 catalyst was washcoated
onto a monolith cordierite substrate with 400 cells per square inch (cpsi) and sample
cores with the diameter of 11 mm were drilled out of the main catalyst core and from
these sample cores a 19 mm long sample was taken from the inlet part and the outlet
part of the engine-bench aged catalyst to be able to detect any axial differences. The
engine-bench aged samples were then compared to a fresh catalyst sample.
2.3 Evaluation of catalytic activity in flow reactor
The flow reactor reactor used for evaluation of the catalyst activity before and after
exposure to biogas exhaust in the engine-bench consists of a quartz tube heated by a
resistive heating coil. The temperature was measured and controlled using thermocou-
ples, one positioned in the center of the catalyst for monitoring the catalyst temperature
and the second placed in an un-coated monolith up-stream of the catalyst used for con-
trolling of the catalyst inlet temperature. To maintain an even temperature throughout
the reactor the quarts tube was insulated using quartz wool. The gas flow was regu-
lated using mass-flow controllers (MFC) and the water was provided with a controlled
evaporator mixer (CEM) system. The reactant flow and the inlet temperature were
controlled using a LabVIEW environment [54]. The gas flow used through the reactor
tube was 1500 ml/min, which corresponds to a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of
45,000 h−1. The effluent gases were analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer. Before the activity tests started the sample was subjected to 8 % O2 in
argon at a temperature of 250 ◦C for a duration of 25 min. The reason for keeping the
pre-treatment temperature at such a low temperature was to avoid any regeneration of
the samples.
The experimental protocol can be seen in Table 2.1. The results from performing the
experiments according to this protocol are presented in Paper I and the main figure is
re-printed in Figure 2.3. In window a) and d) the conversion of methane is shown for
the fresh oxidation catalyst (DOC ref), and the inlet (DOC in) and outlet (DOC out)
parts of the engine bench aged oxidation catalyst as a function of temperature for two
different gas feeds. The top row results are collected in a complex gas feed consisting
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of all three reactants, CO, NO and CH4, while the results shown in the bottom row is
collected from experiments with only one of these reactants.
Table 2.1: Experimental protocol for oxidation activity tests. Base feed for all experiments: 8 vol.-% O2,
5 vol-% H2O and Ar used as balance. The temperature was increased and decreased linearly by 5 ◦C/min.
Temperature CO CH4 NO Description
[◦C] [vol.-ppm] [vol.-ppm] [vol.-ppm]
100-450↑↓ 1000 - - CO oxidation
100-450↑↓ - 1000 - CH4 oxidation
100-450↑↓ - - 1000 NO oxidation
100-450↑↓ 1000 1000 1000 Complex mixture of gases
From the methane oxidation experiments in Figure 2.3a) and d) it is clearly shown that
the samples that have been exposed to biogas exhaust for 900 h have lost considerably
in activity for CH4 oxidation. It is also evident that the presence of the other reactants,
NO and CO, is beneficial for the CH4 oxidation reaction. During oxidation of hydro-
carbons like methane, hydroxyl (OH) groups are formed on the surface of the catalyst
and it is believed that NO will remove some of these groups leaving more active sites
available for CH4 to adsorb and be oxidized [55]. From the results for CH4 oxidation it
is also evident that the inlet sample is slightly more deactivated than the outlet sample
of the oxidation catalyst. The reason for this is discussed in section 2.4.
An additional observation that can be made in Figure 2.3 is that the NO oxidation con-
version profiles, Figure 2.3b) and e), are quite different for the samples exposed to
biogas exhaust in the engine-bench compared to the profiles for the fresh oxidation
catalyst. At lower temperatures less NO is oxidized to NO2 while at higher tempera-
tures exposure to biogas exhaust appears to be beneficial for the NO2 formation. The
oxidation of NO to NO2 plays an important role for the regeneration of the particulate
filter and for the NOx reduction in the SCR catalyst placed down-stream in the system.
The peak of the NO conversion profile also splits into two peaks for the engine-bench
aged samples, which is an indication of Pd-Pt segregation and sintering since large Pt
particles are particularly active for NO oxidation [56]. The existence of mono-metallic
and larger particles are also shown in section 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Conversion during heating of a) and d) CH4, b) and e) NO and c) and f) CO over the fresh
Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (DOC ref), and the inlet (DOC in) and outlet (DOC out) of the engine
bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst. Top row, a-c, in a feed consisting of 1000 ppm CH4, 1000
ppm NO, 1000 ppm CO, 8 % H2O, 5 % O2, and Argon as balance. Bottom row, d-f, in a feed consisting of
1000 ppm CH4 or 1000 ppm NO or 1000 ppm CO with 8 % H2O, 5 % O2, and Argon as balance.
2.4 Catalyst characterization
Performing activity measurements of the catalyst samples is a good way to measure de-
activation since the performance of the sample is shown. However, to be able to improve
the catalyst system or to understand differences caused by the engine-bench ageing, the
catalyst samples need to be characterized. There are several characteristics of the cata-
lyst that could be impacted by exposure to biogas exhaust. The most important are the
size and surface composition of the noble metal particles providing the active sites and
the presence of catalyst poisons on the surface of the catalyst. By using different char-
acterization techniques it is possible to determine how these traits are impacted which
is crucial to provide understanding about the deactivation mechanisms.
Surface composition
In heterogeneous catalysis the chemical reactions take place on the surface of the cata-
lyst which means that determining the physical structure and chemical composition of
the surface is crucial. There are many techniques that could be used to elucidate the
physical structure and chemical composition of a catalyst and they all come with advan-
tages and disadvantages which means that it could be beneficial to use more than one
technique depending on what characteristic that is of interest. The following techniques
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have been used to quantify which catalyst poisons that are deposited on the surface af-
ter exposure to biogas exhaust in an engine-bench for 900 h, where on the catalyst they
are found and in what chemical state they are found.
XRF
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a quantitative measurement technique, which works well
when comparing the concentration of elements in samples. However, the exact num-
ber might not be completely accurate. The measurement is made on a pellet which
contains the catalyst sample ground into a powder mixed with a binder. The sample
is irradiated with X-rays of high energy. The irradiation ejects electrons from the inner
orbitals causing electron holes. These holes are filled by electrons from higher orbitals
and when they jump down in energy, fluorescent radiation is emitted and the energy of
this radiation is characteristic for each element, just like a fingerprint. The fingerprint
can then be compared to references with known concentrations of each element and
that is how you determine and quantify the elements present in the sample [57].
When performing XRF measurements on the inlet and outlet sample of the engine-bench
aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst and compare it to the reference sample in Paper I
it was found that sulfur and phosphorus were the main components in the group of cat-
alyst poisons. Sulfur was found on both the inlet and outlet samples at a concentration
level of around 0.25 wt.% while the concentration of phosphorus was about 0.2 wt.%
on the inlet sample and 0.04 wt.% on the outlet sample.
SEM-EDX
From the XRF analysis we know that sulfur is present in equal concentrations on both
the inlet and outlet samples of the engine-bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 catalyst and that
phosphorus is mainly found on the inlet sample. Using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) with an energy-dispersive X-ray analysis system it is possible to distinguish where
in the washcoat the elements are more concentrated. In Paper I the SEM-EDX measure-
ment was performed on the cross-cut of a small piece of the monolith sample. The
sample is subjected to an electron beam which excites electrons to a higher energy
level leaving a hole behind. When this hole is filled by an electron from a higher en-
ergy level, X-rays of certain unique energies for each element, are emitted and detected.
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In Figure 2.4 it is clear that phosphorus is found in higher concentrations on the surface
of the washcoat of the inlet sample while sulfur is more evenly distributed over the
catalyst and throughout the washcoat.
DOC 
in
DOC 
out
SP
250 µm 
100 µm 
Figure 2.4: SEM images and EDX maps of P and S for the inlet (DOC in) and outlet (DOC out) parts of
the engine bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (Paper I).
XPS
Using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) it is possible to determine in which chem-
ical state the elements are present on the surface of the sample [58]. In Paper I a small
piece of a monolith wall is subjected to an X-ray beam while the number of electrons
that leave the surface and the kinetic energy of those electrons is measured. This gives
information about the element and its chemical surrounding. Since the SEM-EDX anal-
ysis showed that phosphorus mainly is present on the surface of the washcoat of the
inlet sample we wanted to investigate if the chemical state of phosphorus present here
is different from the state of phosphorus on the outlet of the engine-bench aged sample.
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As can be seen in Figure 2.5 phosphorus in the form of P2O5 is only found in the inlet
sample. This compound is known as phosphate glass and it sticks to the first surface
it comes in contact with. Furthermore phosphate glass is hard to remove which means
that the deactivation caused by this compound is irreversible.
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Figure 2.5: Phosphorus 2p core level spectra for the fresh Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (DOC ref) and
of the inlet (DOC in) and outlet (DOC out) parts of the engine bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst
(Paper I)
Particle size and composition
Using X-ray techniques gave insight about which elements and the chemical state of
those elements that where present on the catalyst and where those elements and com-
pounds are found. As mentioned previously more characteristics of the catalyst are of
importance and from the activity measurements indications of metal segregation and
sintering were observed.
NO oxidation
From the NO oxidation experiments in Paper I it was observed that the oxidation cat-
alyst, after engine-bench ageing, had developed a double peak for the NO conversion
profile as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The catalyst used is a bi-metallic Pd-Pt/Al2O3 cat-
alyst and in terms of NO oxidation platinum shows high activity and then in particular
larger Pt particles [56]. The split of the NO conversion profile into two peaks indicates
that there are two different types of sites where NO oxidation takes place, one being
more efficient at lower temperatures which is consistent with the presence of larger Pt
particles indicating sintering and segregation of the active Pd and Pt metals.
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Figure 2.6: Conversion of NO during heating for the fresh Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (DOC ref),
and the inlet (DOC in) and outlet (DOC out) of the engine bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst.
Feed gas composition during the experiment: 1000 ppm NO, 8 % O2 and 5 % H2O with argon as balance
(Paper I).
TEM
Using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in scanning mode (STEM) with a high
angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector makes it possible to observe the metal par-
ticles on the catalyst as white dots. From the images shown in Figure 2.7 it is possible
to measure the size of the noble metal particles in the Pd-Pt/Al2O3 catalyst studied in
Paper I. However, the particles are too small to distinguish between palladium and plat-
inum in the instrument used. The size of 100 particles was measured for each sample
and the average particle size increased from 4.0 nm for the fresh sample to 9.5 nm for
the inlet sample and 8.0 nm for the outlet sample of the engine-bench aged catalyst.
Not only the average particle size increased, also the maximum particle size increased
from 9.0 nm to 20 nm for the engine-bench aged samples.
XRD
From the TEM analysis it is clear that the particle size increases after exposure to biogas
exhaust and using X-ray diffraction it is also possible to observe that mono-metallic
particles appear after the exposure. To perform the XRD measurements in Paper I
washcoat of the Pd-Pt/Al2O3 catalyst was scraped off from the monolith samples and
spread over a silicon wafer. The sample was irradiated with monochromatic X-rays while
changing the incident angle between 30 and 90 ◦. The obtained diffraction pattern is
unique for each crystalline component. By using this technique it was shown that, after
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Figure 2.7: TEM images of the fresh Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (DOC ref) and the inlet (DOC in)
and outlet (DOC out) of the engine bench aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst (Paper I).
exposure to biogas exhaust, mono-metallic particles (crystals) of Pd and Pt are present
in those samples.
Active sites
When the elements on the the catalyst surface is known, as well as the state of the noble
metal particles in terms of size and Pd-Pt segregation, it is interesting to connect this
to the number of active sites on the catalyst. To quantify the number of active sites in
Paper I, CO chemisorption was used. In the CO chemisorption analysis 3x3 channels
were cut out from each sample and confined between folded quartz wool in a quarts
U-tube. To have reliable and reproducible results the samples were oxidized for 1 h at
350 ◦C followed by evacuation and then reduction for 1 h. During cooling to 35 ◦C,
which was the temperature used for CO chemisorption, the sample was evacuated and
the evacuation continued for 10 min when the desired temperature was reached. CO
was dosed until a pressure of 600 mmHg was reached. The amount of CO adsorbed
at this point is assumed to be both chemisorbed and physisorbed, and by performing
the measurement a second time the physisorbed amount is obtained. By subtracting
the adsorbed amount of CO from the two measurements the amount of CO that is
chemisorbed on the catalyst sample was obtained. The amount of chemisorbed CO for
each mol of Pd/Pt decreased from 0.06 to 0.001 for the inlet sample and to 0.003 for
the outlet sample which is a significant decrease. From the TEM analysis it was found
that the Pd-Pt particles sintered into larger particles after engine-bench ageing and this
causes the number of active surface sites to decrease which is part of the explanation
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to the decreased amount of adsorbed CO on the samples taken from the engine-bench
aged Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst. An other part of the explanation is the presence of
catalyst poisons on the engine-bench aged catalyst samples, which block surface Pd-Pt
atoms causing a decrease in the number of active surface sites where CO could adsorb.
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2.5 Summary of the results for the oxidation catalyst
By subjecting a full emission control system to exhaust from a dual-fuel engine pow-
ered by biogas and a small portion of diesel for ignition for 900 h, the deactivation of
the first component, the oxidation catalyst, is found to be severe in terms of activity
for methane oxidation. Not only the methane oxidation reaction is impacted, the CO
oxidation is shifted towards higher temperatures which mean that at low loads, CO will
not efficiently be converted into CO2. The oxidation of NO into NO2 is also impacted
from exposure to biogas exhaust. At lower temperatures less NO is converted into NO2
when compared to a fresh oxidation catalyst and at higher temperatures the opposite is
the case especially for the inlet sample of the aged catalyst which showed a higher con-
version of NO to NO2. The decrease in NO2 formation at lower temperatures will impact
the performance of the down-stream SCR catalyst which benefits from the presence of
NO2 in the exhaust stream. The reason for the loss in activity towards methane oxida-
tion and the shift in light-off for the CO oxidation is caused by the presence of catalyst
poisons like sulfur and phosphorus on the engine-bench aged samples partially covering
the active Pd and Pt sites, and by sintering and segregation of the Pd/Pt particles into
larger mono-metallic particles which results in fewer available surface Pd and Pt sites.
Following the oxidation catalyst in the emission control system is the particulate filter
and also this part is impacted from the loss in NO2 formation at lower temperatures
since NO2 promotes the regeneration process of the filter. To investigate how the partic-
ulate filter is impacted from exposure to biogas exhaust, the following chapter will deal
with that specific component of the emission control system.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PARTICULATE FILTER
Many emission control set-ups, especially in heavy-duty vehicles, have a particulate fil-
ter which purpose is to reduce particulate matter emissions form the vehicle [27,28,59–
61]. Particulte filters could be both catalytic and non-catalytic. The purpose of making
the filter catalytic is to oxidize NO into NO2, which is a more efficient oxidizing agent
than O2 in terms of oxidizing carbonaceous species. This type of regeneration of the
particulate filter, where the temperature is not increased, is called passive regeneration
and the presence of a catalyst improves this reaction [62]. The passive regeneration is
improved by the up-stream oxidation catalyst which also provides NO2 for oxidation of
carbonaceous particulate matter. The emissions of PM have decreased since legislations
and standards were introduced, however the size of the PM has also decreased over
time and the new nano-sized PM is significantly more toxic and dangerous to human
health then the larger sized PM present when the engines were less efficient [61].
3.1 Filter samples
The work performed on particulate filters in this thesis is limited to the engine-bench
ageing study with a full Euro VI emission control system connected to a dual-fuel heavy-
duty engine powered by biogas and a small portion of diesel for 900 h. The particulate
filter used in this set-up was coated with a Pt/Al2O3 catalyst. Some Pd was also found
on the outlet part of the filter which could be part of the washcoated catalyst or it could
have been deposited there after desorption from the oxidation catalyst. Every other
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channel of the filter is plugged in the outlet which means that there will be an accumu-
lation of poisons on the outlet part of the filter in contrary to the oxidation catalyst. The
elemental composition of the inlet and outlet part of the filter was analyzed after 900 h
exposure to biogas exhaust.
3.2 Elemental analysis
The elemental composition of the aged particulate filter we evaluated using XRF. The
method and procedure is described in section 2.4.
XRF
The results from the XRF measurements in Paper II are shown in table 3.1. As is evident
from these results some of the phosphorus that passed through the oxidation catalyst
ended up in the particulate filter as well as the known catalyst poisons sulfur, calcium
and zink. As was shown for the oxidation catalyst, the presence of catalyst poisons
impacts the oxidation of NO into NO2 and at lower temperatures the NO2 formation de-
creases after exposure to biogas exhaust in the engine-bench. Since the type of catalyst
coated on the filter is of similar type as the Pd-Pt/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst, the same
phenomenon is likely applicable for this part of the emission control system as well.
This will cause a decrease of passive regeneration which means that the need for active
regeneration of the particulate filter will increase.
Table 3.1: Content of P, S, Ca and Zn in the inlet and outlet parts of the particulate
filter (DPF in and DPF out resp.) as obtained by XRF analysis. *The binder used when
preparing the samples contains 82 ppm phosphorus.
Sample Phosphorus Sulfur Calcium Zink
[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]
DPF in 600* 890 380 160
DPF out 900* 1300 1000 480
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As was shown for the oxidation catalyst, the presence of catalyst poisons impacts the
oxidation of NO into NO2 and at lower temperatures the NO2 formation decreases after
exposure to biogas exhaust in the engine-bench. Since the type of catalyst coated on the
filter is of similar type as the oxidation catalyst, the same phenomenon is likely appli-
cable for this part of the emission control system as well. This will cause a decrease of
passive regeneration by NO2 which means that active regeneration of the particulate fil-
ter will need to be applied more often. Active regeneration is performed by burning fuel
more rich to increase the temperature and this leads to an increased fuel consumption,
so-called fuel penalty, which impacts the overall fuel-efficiency of the vehicle [63].
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CHAPTER 4
THE SCR CATALYST
With the oxidation catalyst HC, CO and some of the NO are oxidized forming water,
CO2 and NO2. NO2 assists in the passive regeneration of the particulate filter, which
is the next part of the emission control system, while the other two reaction products
are of no benefit for the reactions in the emission control system. The components up-
stream of the SCR catalyst in the emission control system are not only producing NO2,
which is beneficial for regeneration of the particulate filter as well as for the reduction
of NOx in the SCR catalyst, but they play another important as well as undesired role,
they collect catalyst poisons. This is of course detrimental to their own performance but
it also hinders the poisons to reach the SCR catalyst, which can retain its performance
for a longer duration of time. From the results for the oxidation catalyst it is clear that
the different catalyst poisons interact differently with the catalyst. Phosphorus mainly
adsorbs on the first surface it comes in contact with, which means that it will take
longer time for this poison to reach the SCR catalyst in a Euro VI compliant system,
like the one presented in Figure 2.1. Sulfur on the other hand is transported through
the system and reaches the SCR catalyst faster than phosphorus. How resistant the
SCR catalyst is towards catalyst poisons depends on which type of SCR catalyst that is
used. The traditionally used catalyst is a vanadium based catalyst promoted by tungsten
and supported on titania. The state-of-the-art catalyst though is the copper-exchanged
chabazite (Cu-CHA) catalyst. As mentioned in the introduction these catalysts both have
advantages and disadvantages. The sulfur tolerance of the vanadium based catalyst is
an important advantage, however the need for active regeneration of the particulate
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filter can lead to temperature spikes that may cause thermal degradation of the catalyst
[64,65] while the copper-exchanged zeolite can withstand higher temperatures without
losing activity [66–68]. The Cu-CHA catalyst is however sensitive to sulfur poisoning
which is why sulfur poisoning of this type of catalysts is an important research topic
[69–71]. The SCR studies presented in this thesis have been performed in scales ranging
from single poison in lab scale to full vehicle driving on the road.
4.1 Engine-bench ageing
The results for the oxidation catalyst and the particulate filter from ageing in the engine-
bench have been presented in chapter 2 and 3, respectively, and the scheme and set-up
for the ageing experiment have been described in section 2.1. In Figure 4.1 the SCR
part of the emission control system used in the engine-bench ageing is presented and as
can be seen three consecutive SCR catalysts were used in this set-up.
Urea injection
DPF SCR1 SCR2 SCR3 ASC
Figure 4.1: Set-up of the SCR part of the emission control system of an Euro VI compliant heavy-
duty vehicle. DPF: particulate filter, SCR: selective catalytic reduction catalyst, ASC: ammonia oxidation
catalyst
Catalyst samples
The SCR catalyst used in the engine-bench set-up in Paper II is a V2O5-WO3 type catalyst
impregnated on a fiberglass-reinforced TiO2 in a corrugated shape. Samples were taken
from the inlet and the outlet parts of the first and last SCR catalyst and they were
designated according to Table 4.1. The reason for taking samples from the inlet and
outlet parts of the first and last SCR catalyst was to investigate whether or not any axial
differences throughout the SCR catalysts could be observed.
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Table 4.1: Description of the engine-bench aged V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst samples.
Sample name Description
SCR-fresh Fresh sample of the SCR catalyst
SCR1-in Inlet sample of the first engine-bench aged SCR catalyst
SCR1-out Outlet sample of the first engine-bench aged SCR catalyst
SCR3-in Inlet sample of the third and last engine-bench aged SCR catalyst
SCR3-out Outlet sample of the third and last engine-bench aged SCR catalyst
Evaluation of catalytic activity in flow reactor
The catalyst performance was evaluated in terms of SCR performance which means
how well it converts NOx from the exhaust stream to N2 with NH3 as reducing agent.
There are three main reaction routes for NOx removal, standard, fast and NO2 rich SCR.
Which route the reaction follows depends on the ratio between NO2 and NO in the
exhaust stream.
Standard SCR
When only NO is present as NOx source, the reaction route that is followed is called
standard SCR and the overall reaction can be seen schematically in equation 4.1 [72–
75]. Depending on the type of catalyst used and the sites available on the catalyst,
the actual reaction path for NOx reduction on the catalyst may differ [76, 77]. For
vanadium based catalysts the reaction proceeds via a redox cycle, where vanadium
alters between V5+ and V4+. Ammonia adsorbs on V=O (V5+) sites, which in presence
of NO are reduced to V-OH (V4+) sites, whereby N2 and H2O are formed. The V-OH sites
are finally reoxidized to V=O sites by O2 and the cycle is closed [76, 78]. For Cu-CHA
catalysts, the reaction also proceeds via a redox cycle, where copper alters between
Cu2+ and Cu+. The adsorbed NH3 and NO react on Cu2+ sites forming N2 and H2O
whereby the Cu2+ sites are reduced to Cu+ sites. The Cu+ sites are finally reoxidized to
Cu2+ by O2, closing the redox cycle [77,79].
4 NO + 4 NH3 +O2 −→ 4 N2 + 6 H2O (4.1)
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Fast SCR
When the concentration of NO2 in the exhaust stream increases due to the existence of
an oxidation catalyst up-stream in the system, the reaction follows the path called fast
SCR. The overall reaction of this path is shown in equation 4.2.
2 NO + 4 NH3 + 2 NO2 −→ 4 N2 + 6 H2O (4.2)
The presence of NO2 facilitates the reoxidation of V4+ to V5+ and Cu+ to Cu2+, which is
considered as the rate-limiting step for the SCR reaction at low temperatures [76, 79].
The third route where there is a stoichiometric excess of NO2 is sometimes referred to
as slow SCR and this reaction path should be avoided [80].
In Paper II the NOx reduction performance for the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst was ana-
lyzed before and after exposure to biogas exhaust for 900 h. The results for all three SCR
conditions show similar trends but different absolute numbers. The NOx conversion de-
creases only slightly for the catalyst samples exposed to biogas exhaust as compared to
the fresh catalyst as is evident by Figure 4.3 and 4.2. Below 300 ◦C there is a slight
loss in activity towards NOx reduction under fast and standard SCR conditions for the
samples exposed to biogas exhaust in the engine-bench and then mainly for the samples
taken from the first SCR catalyst.
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Figure 4.2: Conversion of NOx over the fresh V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst (SCR-fresh), the inlet and
outlet samples of SCR catalyst 1 (SCR1-in and SCR1-out resp.) and the inlet and outlet samples of SCR
catalyst 3 (SCR3-in and SCR3-out resp.) at steady state for six temperatures, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350
and 400 ◦C at standard SCR conditions. The feed consisted of 1100 ppm NH3, 1000 ppm NO, 8 % O2, 5
% H2O and argon as balance. Note the cut off y-axis (Paper II).
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Figure 4.3: Conversion of NOx over the fresh V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst (SCR-fresh), the inlet and
outlet samples of SCR catalyst 1 (SCR1-in and SCR1-out resp.) and the inlet and outlet samples of SCR
catalyst 3 (SCR3-in and SCR3-out resp.) at steady state for six temperatures, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350
and 400 ◦C at fast SCR conditions. The feed consisted of 1100 ppm NH3, 500 ppm NO, 500 ppm NO2, 8
% O2, 5 % H2O and argon as balance. Note the cut off y-axis (Paper II).
Catalyst characterization
Even if the deactivation of the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalysts, in terms of NOx con-
version, appears to be low after biogas exhaust exposure, the catalyst samples were
characterized and analyzed to be able to detect other potential changes to the catalyst.
We know from the results of the oxidation catalyst in chapter 2 and the particulate filter
in chapter 3 that an accumulation of known catalyst poisons was found in these parts
of the emission control system. It was also found that phosphorus appears to adsorb
mainly on the inlet of the emission control system, while other poisons like sulfur are
dispersed more evenly over the emission control system.
Elemental analysis and surface composition
By using XRF in Paper II a small amount of sulfur was found in the engine-bench aged
samples. However no sulfur or phosphorus of significant amounts were found in the
samples using XPS. The presence of sulfur detected by XRF is mainly found on the
outlet samples of the SCR catalysts as seen in Table 4.2. However, when using XPS no
significant signal in the S 2p region could be detected for the engine-bench aged samples
as can be seen from the survey spectra in Figure 4.4. The reason for these conflicting
results could be that XPS is a highly surface sensitive characterization technique [81],
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and the amount of sulfur falls below the detection level, while XRF probes the bulk
composition of the whole sample. No phosphorus of significant amount was found
using XRF and even if a low signal for phosphorus is observed in the P 2p region using
XPS, see Figure 4.4, the intensity of the P 2p signal is constant for all samples and does
not change after exposure to biogas exhaust.
Table 4.2: Content of catalyst poisons in the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst samples mea-
sured by XRF.
Sample Phosphorus Sulfur Calcium Zink
[%] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]
SCR-fresh 0.19* 400 1.7 -
SCR1-in 0.17* 630 1.5 -
SCR1-out 0.20* 820 1.6 -
SCR3-in 0.18* 650 1.5 -
SCR3-out 0.18* 840 1.6 -
Figure 4.4: XPS survey spectra of the fresh V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst (SCR-fresh), the inlet and outlet
samples of SCR catalyst 1 (SCR1-in and SCR1-out resp.), the inlet and outlet samples of SCR catalyst 3
(SCR3-in and SCR3-out resp.). The S 2p and P 2p regions are marked with boxes (Paper II).
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Not only the catalyst poisons are of interest when characterizing the elements on the
catalyst, the nature of the active species is also relevant to study. When studying how
the vanadium species on the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst change after exposure to biogas
exhaust for 900 h XPS is useful since different oxidation states of the element can be
distinguished as is evident in Figure 4.5. Especially the inlet sample from the first SCR
catalyst shows a significant shift in the V5+ (V2O5) to V4+ (VO2) ratio which indicates
that the vanadium sites partially are blocked and not reoxidized to V5+.
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Figure 4.5: Vanadium 2p3/2 core level spectra of the fresh V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR-catalyst (Reference) and
the inlet and outlet samples of SCR catalyst 1 and 3, respectively (Paper II).
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NH3-TPD
The acidity of the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst before and after exposure to biogas
exhaust in Paper II was characterized using NH3-TPD. The results are summarised in
Table 4.3 and shows decreased amounts of desorbd ammonia from the engine-bench
aged samples, especially the outlet parts of the SCR catalysts. The TPD experiment
was performed by subjecting the samples to NH3 in argon for the duration of 1 h at a
temperature of 150 ◦C. The system was then flushed with argon and then subjected to
a heating ramp with a rate of 10 ◦C/min up to 400 ◦C in an atmosphere consisting of
water and argon whereby the amount of desorbed NH3 was detected.
Table 4.3: Desorption of NH3 during a heating ramp relative to the desorption for the
SCR-fresh sample. Temperature for maximum NH3 desorption, Tmax, is also presented.
The feed during the heating ramp consisted of 5 % H2O in argon. GHSV: 45,000 h−1.
Sample Desorbed amount of NH3 Tmax
[% of SCR-fresh] [◦C]
SCR-fresh 100 236
SCR1-in 76 253
SCR1-out 48 229
SCR3-in 87 238
SCR3-out 48 226
4.1.1 Summary of the ageing results for the engine bench aged
SCR-catalyst
The SCR catalyst is located as the third component in the emission control system used
in the engine-bench ageing and due to this it appears that most of the catalyst poisons
present in the exhaust feed will not reach this component. Some sulfur was found on the
analyzed samples but the performance of the SCR catalysts was only slightly affected. A
low decrease in activity towards NOx reduction was observed at lower temperatures for
the inlet part of the engine-bench aged sample. This could be due to hindering of the
reoxidation of V4+ to V5+, essential in the catalytic cycle, which is indicated by the XPS
results in Figure 4.5. Over a temperature of 300 ◦C no significant decrease in activity
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for NOx reduction is observed for the engine-bench aged samples. However, even if
only a minor deactivation in terms om NOx reduction performance was observed, other
changes to the catalyst were seen. The outlet samples of both the first and last SCR
catalyst showed a considerably reduced ability to adsorb NH3 which is linked to the
higher concentrations of sulfur in these samples blocking the acidic sites for ammonia
adsorption. As mentioned previously, the first part of the SCR catalyst (SCR1-in) showed
a considerably higher ratio of V4+ to V5+ compared to the fresh sample which indicates
that the redox cycle for parts of the active sites is blocked which in turn results in
reduced NOx reduction performance.
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4.2 Diesel burner ageing
Another way of simulating real ageing of an emission control system is by using a diesel
burner set-up. In Paper IV the set-up consists of a fuel feed, air feed and a diesel burner,
and can be seen in Figure 4.6. The samples were placed in a sample holder displayed
in Figure 4.6b) and there where four SCR catalysts used in each aging experiment, two
Cu-CHA samples and two V2O5-WO3/TiO2 samples. Up-stream of one of each of the
SCR catalysts, a dummy (an un-coated cordierite substrate) was mounted and in front
of the other an oxidation catalyst was mounted. Five of the channels had only dummies
in them.
Figure 4.6: The diesel burner aging rig (a) and sample holder (b and c). For each aging, the sample
holder was loaded with four SCR catalyst cores, two DOC cores (in front of two of the SCR catalysts) and
the remaining channels (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) were filled with dummies (Paper IV).
The fuel used in this study was a biodiesel of FAME (fatty acid methyl ester) type and
the aim of this particular study was to study how the exposure to exhaust from biodiesel
doped with known amounts of catalyst poisons impacts the two types of SCR catalysts
used. The aim was also to investigate if the impact on the SCR catalysts was different
if a dummy or an oxidation catalyst was placed up-stream. The catalyst poisons used
were phosphorus, in the form of triphenyl phosphate (TPP), and sulfur, in the form of
dipropyl disulfide (DPDS). The aim was to subject the catalysts to a lifetime of phospho-
rus and sulfur exposure. To calculate what amount of TPP and DPDS that corresponds
to a lifetime exposure, assumptions were made. The amount of P and S in a standard
biodiesel was assumed to be 4 and 5 ppm, respectively, and the fuel consumption was
estimated to 30 kg/100 km and the catalyst real weight to be 5 kg. Based on these
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assumptions and a known concentration of phosphorus and sulfur in TPP and DPDS,
these compounds were added to the biodiesel barrels. One experiment was performed
with only phosphorus added and one with only sulfur. The third poisoned barrel con-
tained a mixture of both phosphorus and sulfur but the concentrations of each poison
in this barrel corresponded to 10 % of a lifetime exposure. The obtained concentra-
tions of catalyst poisons can be seen for each barrel, including the reference without
added poisons, in Figure 4.7. The ageing lasted for roughly 150 h and the temperature
was around 450 ◦C for the duration of the ageing. The combustion of the fuels was
performed with an excess of oxygen in the feed to the burner.
Figure 4.7: The fuels used in the four experiments, B100 is pure biodiesel of FAME type. Figure reprinted
with permission from S. Dahlin [82].
Catalyst samples
The two SCR catalysts used in this study are the most common catalysts used for heavy-
duty vehicle SCR. The vanadium based one is the same catalyst used in the engine-bench
study with biogas as fuel which means it is a V2O5-WO3 type catalyst impregnated on
a fiberglass-reinforced TiO2 in a corrugated shape. The second SCR catalyst is the one
that is used in the rest of the SCR studies in this thesis, a copper-exchanged CHA catalyst
washcoated on a cordierite substrate. Details about the catalysts can be seen in Paper
IV. The oxidation catalyst that was placed up-stream of one each of the SCR catalyst
was a bi-metallic Pt-Pd/Al2O3 catalyst with a 2:1 ratio in terms of weight and a loading
which was 20 g noble metal/ft3 . This catalyst is different when compared to the catalyst
used in chapter 2 and that is because this one is optimized for biodiesel exhaust while
the other one used was optimized for biogas exhaust.
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SCR performance
The NOx reduction performance was measured under standard SCR condition in a gas
bench flow reactor which is described in Paper III and Paper V. Before the samples
were aged they where evaluated using the same protocol as after the diesel burner
ageing and the details can be seen in Table 4.4 and Paper IV.
Table 4.4: Activity test procedure. GHSV: 120,000 h−1 with 10 % O2 and 5 % H2O in N2.
The procedure was performed at both 220 and 280◦C.
Step NO NO2 NH3 Description
(vol.-ppm) (vol.-ppm) (vol.-ppm)
1 1000 0 0 Ref. NOx concentration standard SCR
2 500 500 0 Ref. NOx concentration fast SCR
3 250 750 0 Ref. NOx concentration NO2-rich SCR
4 0 0 0 N2
5 0 0 1000 Saturation with NH3 and ref. NH3 conc.
6 1000 0 1000 Standard SCR activity
7 250 750 1000 NO2-rich SCR activity
8 500 500 1000 Fast SCR activity
9 1000 0 0 Removal of NH3 from the surface
and ref. NO concentration
The catalyst performance was measured at six isotherms between 200 and 500 ◦C. After
exposure to exhaust from the diesel burner for 150 h the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst does
not show and significant change in SCR performance when exposed to pure biodiesel
or sulfur-doped biodiesel when compared to the fresh catalyst, see Figure 4.8. The cat-
alyst exposed to sulfur-doped fuel even show a slight improvement in SCR performance
when compared to the fresh sample when an oxidation catalyst (DOC) is placed in front
of the SCR catalyst. However, when a dummy is placed up-stream of the vanadium
based SCR catalyst, deactivation in terms of NO reduction performance, is seen from
300 ◦C even for the sample exposed to exhaust from sulfur-doped fuel. When phospho-
rus is present as dopant in the fuel, the deactivation is much more severe especially for
the SCR catalyst with a dummy up-stream. The deactivation is especially seen at lower
and intermediate temperatures, at the maximum test temperature most of the activity
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is restored for all samples when compared to the fresh sample. The combination of
phosphorus and sulfur as dopant appears to have a considerable detrimental effect on
the NOx reduction performance for the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst in absence of an oxi-
dation catalyst present up-stream. From the results shown in Figure 4.8 it is clear that
phosphorus is a strong catalyst poison for this type of SCR catalyst while sulfur is not.
The latter is in line with previous studies, the vanadium based SCR catalyst is robust
against sulfur poisoning [83,84].
Figure 4.8: Effect of exposure to pure (green), P- (orange), S- (yellow), and S+P-doped (brown)
biodiesel (FAME) exhaust on NO and NH3 conversion of the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst. DOC-SCR (top
row) or dummy-SCR (bottom row) configuration during aging. Test conditions: 10 % O2, 1000 ppm NO
and NH3, 5 % H2O, GHSV 120,000 h−1 (Paper IV).
When comparing the results for the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst in Figure 4.8 with the
corresponding results for the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst in Figure 4.9, it is clear that the per-
formance of the fresh SCR catalyst, especially at lower temperatures, is significantly
better for the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst. However when exposed to sulfur-doped fuel the per-
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formance of the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst at low and intermediate temperatures decreases
severely. The same trend as for the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst is seen for the Cu-SSZ-13
catalyst where an up-stream placed Pt-Pd/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst results in less severe
deactivation of the SCR catalyst. When the fuel is doped with phosphorus almost no
NOx conversion is observed until 350 ◦C where some conversion is seen. For the Cu-
CHA catalyst, which does not possess the same sulfur resistance as the vanadium based
catalyst, the exhaust from the sulfur-doped fuel is detrimental to the NO conversion and
the impact appears to be similar even in the presence of an up-stream Pt-Pd/Al2O3 cata-
lyst. When both dopants were present (S+P), the effect of the up-stream DOC appears
to be more significant than for the other experiments and this was also seen when the
samples were characterized.
Figure 4.9: Effect of exposure to pure (green), P- (orange), S- (yellow), and S+P-doped (brown)
biodiesel (FAME) exhaust on NO and NH3 conversion of he Cu-CHA catalyst. DOC-SCR (top row) or
dummy-SCR (bottom row) configuration during aging. Test conditions: 10 % O2, 1000 ppm NO and
NH3, 5 % H2O, GHSV 120,000 h−1 (Paper IV).
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Catalyst characterization
To determine where and how much of the doped poisons that was adsorbed on the
catalysts after exposure to exhaust from the diesel burner, a Leco sulfur analyzer was
used for sulfur. It combust the sample in oxygen and the formed SO2 is then detected
using a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensor. For the quantification of phosphorus
and other elements, XRF was used. For the oxidation catalyst discussed in chapter 2,
it was clear that phosphorus mainly adsorbs on the inlet part of the catalyst. However,
for the SCR catalyst exposed to exhausts from phosphorus-doped fuel in this study the
same concentration of phosphorus was found throughout both types of SCR catalysts.
The ratio of phosphorus to vanadium in the vanadium based catalyst was high which
means that a considerable amount of the phosphorus in the exhaust was captured by
this catalyst. The measured amount of phosphorus by XRF was around 2 wt% which
resulted in a P/V ratio of almost 3. This means that phosphorus does not only adsorb
on the vanadium sites in this catalyst but also on other sites. For the Cu-CHA catalyst,
the measured P/Cu ratio was close to 1 when a dummy was placed up-stream and
closer to 0.8 in presence of a Pt-Pd/Al2O3 catalyst. The higher amount of phosphorus
adsorbed on the sample with a dummy placed up-stream is likely the explanation to
why this sample shows a higher degree of deactivation when compared to the sample
with a Pt-Pd/Al2O3 catalyst placed up-stream. The phosphorus to active metal ratio
indicates that phosphorus adsorbs more selectively to the copper sites on the Cu-CHA
catalyst when compared to the vanadium sites on the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst. When
decreasing the phosphorus concentration in the fuel and adding sulfur the presence of
a Pt-Pd/Al2O3 catalyst up-stream of the SCR catalyst a considerable impact on the NOx
reduction was observed which can be seen in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The same is seen
when the elemental composition was measured, when a Pt-Pd/Al2O3 oxidation catalyst
was placed up-stream the SCR catalyst, the P/V ratio was close to zero while it was
1.2 with a DOC present up-stream of the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst. For the Cu-
CHA catalyst, the P/Cu ratio was 0.49 with a dummy present and <0.24 with a DOC
present up-stream of the SCR catalyst. For these experiments with lower concentration
of dopant in the fuel, an axial effect was also seen over both types of SCR catalysts
where a higher concentration of phosphorus was found in the inlet part of the samples
than in the outlet part which is in agreement with what was found for the oxidation
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catalyst in chapter 2.
4.2.1 Summary of the ageing results for the oil rig aged SCR-catalyst
After exposure to exhaust from biodiesel doped with sulfur or phosphorus, or the combi-
nation of both, the NOx reduction performance under standard SCR conditions changes
for both the Cu-CHA catalyst as well as the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst. The copper-
exchanged catalyst is sensitive to both poisons, however phosphorus was shown to be
a strong catalyst poison for this type of catalyst. The same is seen for the vanadium
based catalyst, however, this catalyst actually gained some activity after exposure to
sulfur-doped biodiesel exhaust. The two types of catalysts seem to adsorb phosphorus
differently where Cu-CHA adsorbs the phosphorus selectively on the active metal sites
while the V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalyst also adsorbs phosphorus on other sites than the vana-
dium sites.
The presence of an oxidation catalyst up-stream of the SCR catalyst has many implica-
tions on the performance of the SCR catalyst, independently of the type of SCR catalyst.
One beneficial aspect of the oxidation catalyst on the direct performance of the SCR
catalyst is the formation of NO2, which is beneficial for the NOx reduction performance
of the SCR catalyst. Another more long term effect which was found from the diesel
burner ageing experiments is that the oxidation catalyst appears to be a buffer for the
SCR catalyst, by adsorbing catalyst poisons which delays the deactivation of the SCR
catalyst. However, the deactivation of the oxidation catalyst, caused by accumulation
of catalyst poisons, could in turn lead to lower formation of NO2, which is negative for
the overall performance of the SCR catalyst.
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4.3 Single poison ageing
Up until this part of the thesis the ageing of the catalysts has been performed in engine-
bench and diesel burner scale. From now on the scale will be smaller and the catalyst
poison used will be sulfur. The focus from here on will also be on one specific SCR
catalyst, the state-of-the-art Cu-CHA catalyst and its low-temperature SCR activity. For
the understanding of how the deactivation of the catalyst takes place during poisoning
the small scale, single poison ageing is necessary. The poison used in this section is SO2
which is known to be a detrimental catalyst poison for the Cu-CHA catalyst, which was
also shown in section 4.2 where the presence of sulfur in the fuel resulted in a consider-
able degradation of the catalyst in terms of NOx reduction performance. Several aspects
of the SO2 exposure have been studied, the significance of the SO2 exposure temper-
ature, which type of copper sites that are impacted by SO2 exposure and the effect of
SCR conditions i.e. with no, 50 % and 75 % NO2 as NOx source in the feed.
Catalyst samples
The samples used for the single poison ageing were the same type of samples that were
used throughout, a copper-exchanged chabazite zeolite, Cu-CHA, with a copper loading
of 2.5 % and a Si/Al ratio of around 15. This is the same sample which is investigated in
Paper III, IV and V. The catalyst was washcoated onto a cordierite monolith substrate
and in the case where powder sample is needed, washcoat was scraped off from the
monolith substrate.
Poison exposure
The samples in this section have all been subjected to sulfur in the same form and with
the same procedure. The form of sulfur used for the ageing was SO2, which is a common
state for sulfur in the exhaust from a heavy-duty engine [85]. The ageing with SO2 was
performed in gas flow reactors with 50 ppm SO2 present in the feed together with 5
% H2O and 10 % O2 using N2 or argon as balance. The exposure temperature ranged
between 210 and 400 ◦C and the space velocity was kept constant at 45,000 or 60,000
h−1.
One of the aims with the single poison ageing experiments was to investigate the impact
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of the SO2 exposure temperature on the degree of deactivation, as mentioned previously,
which is why that temperature ranged from 210 to 400 ◦C.
SCR performance
To evaluate the catalysts performance before and after exposure to SO2, SCR experi-
ments using standard, fast and NO2 rich conditions were performed. For determining
at which temperature the SO2 exposure is most detrimental to the SCR catalyst, SCR
experiments under standard, fast and NO2 rich conditions were performed at 220 and
280 ◦C. After activity test the catalyst was exposed to SO2 at a temperature between
220 and 400 ◦C and then the activity was measured under standard SCR conditions
once again. The sulfur exposed samples are named SX where the X represents the ex-
posure temperature. In Figure 4.10 the relative rate constant can be seen for samples
exposed to SO2 at different temperatures. The rate constant is calculated based on the
NOx conversion and then related to the rate constant of the fresh sample to achieve the
relative rate constant. The details about the calculations can be found in equation 4.3.
From Figure 4.10 it is evident that the lower the SO2 exposure temperature the lower
the relative rate constant. This means that the catalysts performance in terms of NOx
reduction which is most severely affected by SO2 exposure at low temperatures. The
low temperature for SO2 exposure is thus the temperature used for further studies.
Figure 4.10: Relative rate constants at 220 and 280 ◦C respectively during standard SCR conditions for
Cu-CHA catalysts exposed to SO2 220, 280, 350 and 400 ◦C. Note, the sample exposed to SO2 at 220
◦C was not tested at 280 ◦C. 1000 ppm NO, 1000 ppm NH3, 10 % O2, 5 % H2O, GHSV of 120,000 h−1
during the activity test (Paper III).
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To elucidate what actually happens with the catalyst after SO2 exposure, the Cu-CHA
catalyst was tested at different SCR conditions to investigate if the different SCR cycles
are impacted differently by the SO2 exposure. It is clear from the results presented in
Figure 4.11 that the presence of NO2 in the gas feed is beneficial for the NOx reduction
performance of the catalyst after SO2 exposure. After regeneration in water and oxygen
at 500 ◦C (R500) and at 700 ◦C (R700) for 30 min, most or all of the activity could be
regained which indicates that the sulfur does not adsorb permanently on the active sites
of the catalyst. The same trend where the NOx conversion decreases significantly more
under standard SCR conditions compared to fast SCR conditions is shown in Paper
III. In Paper III as well as Paper V, the ability to regain most of the activity after
regeneration at elevated temperatures is proven which corresponds well with previous
studies [86–95].
Figure 4.11: Relative rate constants at 280 ◦C, for the Cu-CHA catalyst exposed to SO2 at 280 ◦C. 1000
ppm NOx (NO2/NOx = 0, and 0.5 respectively) 1000 ppm NH3, 10 % O2, 5 % H2O, GHSV of 120,000
h−1 during the activity test (Paper III).
The importance of the presence of NO2 during NOx reduction can also be seen in Table
4.5 where the NOx conversion decreased significantly after SO2 exposure under stan-
dard SCR conditions. For the samples used to collect the data in Table 4.5 only minor
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deactivation was observed under fast SCR conditions which implies that the oxidation
of NO into NO2 under standard SCR conditions is hindered after SO2 exposure.
Table 4.5: NOx conversion for a fresh and SO2-exposed Cu-CHA SCR catalyst. NOx con-
version after regeneration at 500 and 700 ◦C is also presented. The SO2 exposure was
performed at 220 ◦C. The gas feed composition for each of the SCR experiments, stan-
dard, fast and NO2 rich, was 8 % O2, 5 % H2O, 1000/500/250 ppm NO resp., 0/500/750
ppm NO2 resp. and argon as balance. The space velocity used was 45,000 h−1 (GHSV).
Fresh SO2 exposed Reg 500 ◦C Reg 700 ◦C
Temperature 220 ◦C 280 ◦C 220 ◦C 280 ◦C 220 ◦C 280 ◦C 220 ◦C 280 ◦C
Standard 94.5 96 25 70.3 91.7 95.6 95.1 97.5
NO2-rich 99.7 97.9 73.5 96.6 99.7 98.0 99.4 97.8
Fast 99.4 97.7 92.7 96.5 99.1 98.8 99.0 98.0
Apparent rate constant
The activity for NOx reduction for the samples treated under different conditions was
compared using the apparent rate constant. The apparent rate constant is calculated
according to equation 4.3 using the assumptions mentioned after the equation. By
relating the rate constant for the SO2-exposed samples to that of the fresh sample, the
relative rate constant is obtained.
− k = FNOx,in
cNOx,in · v
ln(1− X100) (4.3)
Where k is the apparent rate constant [s−1], X is the NO conversion [%], FNOx,in is
the molar flow rate of NOx in the feed [mol s−1], cNOx,in is the concentration of NOx
in the feed [mol dm3] and V is the catalyst volume [dm3]. The reaction order was
assumed to be first order with respect to NOx and zero order with respect to NH3 [31,
96, 97]. The dependence on the ammonia concentration is not actually zero but it
is weaker than first order. The error is however the same for all samples since the
experiments are performed at the same reaction conditions, hence, the error cancels
out when comparing the samples.
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Catalyst characterization
To achieve understanding about how the deactivation of the catalyst exposed to SO2
proceeds on the surface, more information about the catalyst is needed. This informa-
tion is obtained by different characterization techniques where each one gives a piece
of the answer.
Elemental analysis
After exposing the catalyst sample to SO2, it is of interest to quantify the amount of
the sulfur that has adsorbed on the catalyst and possibly relate the amount of sulfur to
the degree of deactivation. The amount of sulfur on the catalyst could be measured by
several techniques, the one used for these studies is XRF which is described in section
2.4. Using this technique shows that the Cu-CHA sample exposed to SO2 at the lowest
temperature (220 ◦C) has captured a significantly higher amount of the sulfur when
compared to the samples exposed to SO2 at higher temperatures. This higher uptake
of sulfur most likely explains the more severe deactivation observed for this sample in
Figure 4.10. For the samples used in the investigation of the impact of SO2 exposure
temperature, an almost linear relationship was found between the sulfur uptake and
the relative rate constant.
Surface morphology
It is not only important to know how much sulfur that is adsorbed on the catalyst, the
type and availability of metal sites in the catalyst are also important parameters. To
study metal particles, STEM is a useful technique for determining particle size and in
the case of Cu-CHA, the presence of CuOx as seen in Figure 4.12. The technique is
described in section 2.4 and in Paper V.
Temperature-programmed desorption
Adsorbing a compound on a catalyst sample and then desorbing it under a temperature
ramp can provide information of the number and type of adsorption sites on the catalyst.
One of the most common compounds used to characterize SCR catalysts is ammonia.
By using NH3-TPD it is possible to quantify the number of acidic sites of the catalyst
before and after ageing with SO2 or other catalyst poisons [98–102].
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Figure 4.12: STEM images of the fresh Cu-CHA catalyst used for deactivation studies using SO2. The
scales of image a) and b) can be seen in the lower left corner of each image.
Using ammonia-TPD it was found that the amount of adsorbed NH3 did not change af-
ter exposure to SO2 at temperatures below 300 ◦C when compared to a fresh sample.
However, after SO2 exposure at higher temperatures, the amount of adsorbed NH3 in-
creased after SO2 exposure. This indicates that the sulfur species on the catalyst depend
on the exposure temperature and their nature is different in terms of acidity. In order
to follow how metallic sites of the Cu-CHA catalyst change after SO2 exposure, TPD
with NO2 as probe molecule was used. Here the catalyst was exposed to NO2 at 100
◦C in Ar and NO2, flushed with argon and the finally the temperature was increased
to 500 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min whereby the desorbed NO2 was analyzed. As can be
seen in Figure 4.13 there are four peaks originally, representing four types of metallic
sites [103]. However, after SO2 exposure at 220 ◦C for 8 hours, the peaks are shifted
towards lower desorption temperatures and the peak at the highest temperature is ab-
sent. After regeneration in O2 and H2O with argon as balance, at 500 ◦C, most of the
catalysts ability to adsorb NO2 is regained and after regeneration at 700 ◦C, the catalyst
can adsorb and desorb over 90 % of the amount it did when fresh. From these results it
seems that there is one type of copper site in particular that becomes poisoned by SO2.
Furthermore, the existence of four types of copper sites in the Cu-CHA was confirmed
by temperature-programmed reduction using hydrogen, H2-TPR, in Paper V.
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Figure 4.13: NO2 desorption for a fresh and SO2-exposed Cu-CHA SCR catalyst (left figure). NO2
desorption after regeneration at 500 and 700 ◦C is also presented (right figure). The space velocity used
was 45,000 h−1 (GHSV).
Cu-sites before and after exposure to SO2
Using in-situ X-ray absorbtion spectroscopy (XAS) and analyzing the XANES (X-ray ab-
sorption near edge structure) and EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) the
obtained spectra can give information about the nature of the Cu-species in the catalyst
before and after exposure to SO2. In Paper V, the Cu-CHA was exposed to high-energy
X-ray radiation around the Cu K-edge. Some of the X-rays are absorbed which cause
excitation of core electrons. The absorbtion is quantified and then the energy of the X-
rays is changed and the procedure is repeated until a desired energy interval is scanned.
The reason for using a synchrotron light source is the improved quality and speed of the
data collection [104]. The XANES part of the obtained XAS spectra is the lower energy
part of the spectra around the absorption edge and from this part of the spectra infor-
mation about oxidation state and coordination environment could be obtained. The
EXAFS part is the higher energy part of the spectra which gives information about coor-
dination number and bond distance in the sample [105]. By using this technique it was
found that sulfur primarily adsorbs to the catalyst on isolated Cu species as Cu-bisulfate
and some SO2 also adsorbs on CuOx clusters found in the Cu-CHA catalyst. The peak
that disappears in the NO2-TPD profile after SO2 exposure, shown in Figure 4.13, likely
corresponds to a single site Cu species.
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4.3.1 Summary of the ageing results for the single poison ageing of
the SCR-catalysts
The degree of impact on the Cu-CHA SCR catalyst from exposure to SO2 depends on
several parameters. One being the temperature at which the SO2 exposure has been
performed. Another relevant aspect is the presence of NO2 in the exhaust feed when
evaluating the SCR performance of the catalyst.
For the temperature during SO2 exposure it was concluded that the lowest exposure
temperature, within the range tested (220-400 ◦C), results in a more severe deactiva-
tion when compared to the other temperatures tested. The higher the exposure temper-
ature, the lower impact it has on the NOx reduction performance under standard SCR
conditions. The same was found for fast SCR conditions, however the presence of NO2
in the feed contributes to an overall higher conversion of NOx and a lower degree of
deactivation after SO2 exposure. It was also found that after regeneration of the cat-
alyst at 500 ◦C, most of the activity towards NOx reduction was regained and after a
subsequent regeneration at 700 ◦C the activity of the catalyst catalyst was close to that
of the fresh catalyst. Furthermore,it was shown that the Cu-CHA catalyst most likely
contains four types of metallic sites and the sulfur, in the form of SO2, primarily forms
Cu-bisulfate species on isolated copper sites.
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4.4 Summary of the ageing results for the SCR-catalyst
The SCR catalyst in a typical Euro VI heavy-duty vehicle has several up-stream compo-
nents that function as buffers against poisoning of the catalyst. The up-stream oxidation
catalyst as well as the particulate filter will capture catalyst poisons like sulfur and phos-
phorus which helps the SCR catalyst to remain active for a longer time.
When performing engine-bench ageing as well as diesel burner ageing, the presence of
up-stream components of the emission control system shield the SCR catalyst, which be-
comes less deactivated after exposure to biogas and biodiesel exhaust when compared
to an SCR catalyst without up-stream components. One of the most potent catalyst
poisons for both the vanadium based SCR catalyst and the copper-exchanged CHA SCR
catalyst is phosphorus. However, phosphorus appears to adsorb on the first surface it
comes in contact with, which means that an up-stream component will hinder most
of the phosphorus to reach the down-stream SCR catalyst. When the concentration of
phosphorus is high in the exhaust feed, like it was for the diesel burner experiments, the
phosphorus is found throughout the catalyst and not only on the inlet part. Phosphorus
adsorbs non-selectively on the SCR catalyst while sulfur adsorbs more selectively on the
metallic sites of the Cu-CHA catalyst. Sulfur only sticks to the vanadium based catalyst
in low amounts.
The deactivation of the SCR catalyst is not only dependent on the catalyst poisons, the
temperature at which the exposure to poison occurs is also of major importance. It was
shown in Paper III that SO2 exposure at a low temperature (220 ◦C) results in a consid-
erably more severe deactivation of the Cu-CHA catalyst compared to exposure at higher
temperatures. The degree of deactivation caused by exposure to SO2 is also dependent
on the presence of NO2 in the feed during NOx reduction. Under fast SCR conditions,
when 50 % of the inlet NOx is NO2, the impact from SO2 exposure is not as severe as
if no NO2 is present in the feed (standard SCR conditions). During SO2 exposure at
low temperatures it appears that the SO2 mainly interacts with isolated copper species
forming Cu-bisulfates.
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Exposure to biofuels, which contain catalyst poisons, causes deactivation of all parts in
the emission control system including the SCR catalyst, independently of which type
SCR catalyst that is used. The degree of deactivation depends on the type of catalyst
and catalyst poison, poison exposure temperature and NO2 concentration in the exhaust
feed. Likely it also depends on several other parameters but these aspects are covered in
the present work and they all play an important role for the lifetime of the SCR catalyst.
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM OUTLOOK
When studying deactivation of an emission control system it is important to not only
study the individual parts without taking into consideration the entire system. The nov-
elty of the project presented in this thesis is that the entire emission control system
is studied and the impact on the entire system is also taken into consideration when
discussing deactivation of each part. Naturally, only components down-stream are im-
pacted from changes to each part of the emission control system since the exhaust gas
only flows one way, hence the main focus has been the impact on the SCR catalyst fol-
lowing deactivation of the oxidation catalyst and the particulate filter. This final part of
the thesis considers all the results and conclusions presented in this thesis with a system
approach.
5.1 Synergy effects
When the combined effect of two events sum up to more than the combination of the
two individual events we talk about synergy effects. When putting it into the context
of emission control systems it could mean that the deactivation of two different parts in
the system sum up to a more severe deactivation than just the linear combination of the
two. In the full Euro VI system studied in this thesis it could be that the deactivation
of the oxidation catalyst has an impact on the SCR catalyst. This has been shown and
discussed throughout the thesis and it has been shown that the NO2 concentration in
the exhaust feed is of major importance for the efficiency of the SCR catalyst especially
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after deactivation by sulfur poisoning. The majority of the NOx comes out from the en-
gine in the form of NO which means that the oxidation catalyst and the particulate filter,
which have noble metal coatings, are essential for obtaining fast SCR conditions. This
is due to the fact that these two components oxidize NO into NO2 and if the oxidation
catalyst becomes deactivated it is shown in this thesis that the conversion of NO into
NO2 decreases at temperatures below 300 ◦C. This means that not only do the SCR cat-
alyst become deactivated over time and loses activity. At low temperatures the reaction
condition is over time more likely to be standard SCR condition, due to the decreased
formation of NO2 in the oxidation catalyst, which is not as effective for removing NOx
from the exhaust. The deactivation of the oxidation catalyst leads to a decrease in ef-
ficiency of the SCR catalyst at the same time as the SCR catalyst itself becomes less
effective at reducing NOx over time. It has been shown that the exposure to SO2 is
detrimental to the Cu-CHA catalyst and in particular under standard SCR conditions,
the NOx reduction decreases significantly which means that if the NO2/NOx ratio can
be kept around 0.5, the impact of the deactivation is not as severe. Unfortunately at
lower temperatures, it has been shown that keeping the NO2 formation optimal is dif-
ficult. One suggestion to prevent rapid and severe deactivation of the first component
in the emission control system may be to install a poison trap, which captures catalyst
poisons up-stream of the oxidation catalyst. The requirements for this device would,
however be demanding since no or only marginal pressure drop should occur over it
and it is also important that it does not create a decrease in exhaust temperature for the
down-stream components to perform efficiently.
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